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Maritime Boundary Line Enforcement

Overall Less Activity
Increased Loitering Inside EEZ
No Incursions
High Seas Driftnet Enforcement

No Definitive Detections
USCGC RUSH, Patrol Shemya
HC-130 Patrols
Japan G-V Flight
Canadian Flights (Hawaii)

Donut Hole Activity

ORYONG (Cambodia)
Sighted 23 April 2009

TULCON (Unknown Flag)
Sighted 23 April 2009

UNKOWN VSL
Sighted 13 April 2009

BELATRIX (Panama)
Sighted 24 July 2009

LILU (Panama)
Sighted 28 May 2009

CADIZ (Cambodia)
Sighted 28 April 2009

PRESTIGE & JEEN DAVIS
(Unknown Flag)
Sighted 28 April 2009

SEA FOX (Sierra Leone)
Sighted 23 June 2009
**Donut Hole Activity**

- **CAMIZ (Cambodia)**
  - Sighted 23 April 2009

- **TOULON (Unknown)**
  - Sighted 22 April 2009

- **SPARTA (Cambodia)**
  - Sighted 23 April 2009

- **UNKNOWN VSL**
  - Sighted 18 April 2009

- **PRESTIZH (Unknown)**
  - Sighted 25 April 2009

- **JEEN DAVIS (Unknown)**
  - Sighted 23 April 2009

- **SEA FOX (Sierra Leone)**
  - Sighted 23 June 2009

- **RELAXA (Panama)**
  - Sighted 24 July 2009

- **LILIU (Panama)**
  - Sighted 24 May 2009

---

**Critical Habitat Enforcement**

Cutters: 356 Hours  
Aircraft: 16 Hours
Fishing Vessel Boardings And Fisheries Violations

Vessels Boarded

- Docksides
- At-Sea
- Reporting Period

Vessels With Violations

- Violations
- Violation Rate

IFQ Enforcement

47 Boardings
6 Fisheries Violations
SAR Stats 01 JUN – 30 SEP

15 F/V SAR Cases
5 Lives Saved
5 Fatalities
  3 Operational
  3 MOB (1 Suicide)
3 Vessels Lost
  All Groundings

69 Safety Violations
22 Terminations
Most Common Problems: Liferafts, Immersion Suits, VDS

Emergency Towing System Exercise

Partnership Strategy
Housed in Dutch Harbor
Community & State Partners
Tug or Aircraft Transportable
Two Systems: Big Boats & Small Boats

M/V DINOK
P60 Deliver ETS to boat

Helicopter with ETS to drop off on ship

Storage Tank

Tug or Aircraft Transportable

Lighted Pick-up Buoy

600 ft. Messenger Line

500 ft. Tow Line

Thimble (Tug end)

Buoy

Distressed Ship
### Major Cutter & C-130 Effort

**Major Cutter Days**

- LE Days (remaining)
- LE Days (expected)

**Aircraft Hours**

- LE Hours (remaining)
- LE Hours (expected)

### Arctic Operations

**USCGC ALEX HALEY Patrol**

- Interagency Public Health Outreach
  - Public Health Service
  - Army & Air National Guard
  - US Air Force

- Helos & Small Boats Deployed

- Tribal Liaison

- HC-130 Patrol Flights

- Scientist Support & Agency Head Visit
Questions?